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RASAYANA IN THE LIGHT OF CHINESE ALCHEMY

S. MAHDIHASSAN"

ABSTRACT

It is human nature to aspire for longevity and this desire is found

practically among all the peoples of the world. Accordingly if longevity

is desired, there must be a system of rejuvenation for one who keeps

on remaining young. Longevity then depended upon rejuvenation. ThE!

Aryans and the Chinese believed this to be possible by means of drugs.

The first medicinal plant the Chinese used was ephedra. Later on

when the contact between the Aryans an-t Chinese hecame more
intimate they came to believe that mer curials especially cinnabar was

such a rejuvenating agent and a life prolonging drug. The herbal rasa

or plant-juice was replaced by mei curials and mercury was now called

Rasa. Rasayana svstern was original and aimed at rejuvenarion which

naturally led to longevity.

It is human nature to aspire for
longevity and this desire is found
practically among all the peoples of
the world. However the intelligent
realized that when man becomes old
it is obvious sign of approaching end.
Accordingly if longevity is desired.
there must be a system of rejuvenation
for one who keeps on remaining
young, Longevity then depended
upon rejuvenation. It was br.lieved
that a snake is a long lived creature
and the secret lies in its shedding its
old skin annually when apparently it
becomes young again.

Now the two peoples in ancient
times who believed this to be possible

by means of drugs were the Aryans
and the Chinese. The first medicinal
plant the Chinese used was ephedra
called Haoma in Avesta and Sauma
in Sanskrit as Boyce (1975; 157)
records it. In time Haoma was abbre-
viated to Homa and Sauma to Soma.
The extract of ephedra plant was also
called Soma and this became the
drink of rejuvenation and therebv of
immortality. When the Aryans entered
India ephedra was not easily procur-
able. They used other drugs above
all Amalaki (Phyllanthus ernblice ),
which is assumed to prolong life.
Looking up for references on rejuve-
nation in ancient literature I find
Rigveda contains a few references

* SO-34, Block A, N Nazimabad, Karachi-33.



44
which are quite clear, e.g. RV.4.36.3:
"I n that you r aged parents worn with
Ie nqth of days ye wrought again to
youth so that they moved at will.
5.74.5:" ye (Asvins) from Chyavana
worn with age removed his skin as it
were a robe. So when ye made him
young he stirred the longing of a
dame "116.10;" ye (Asvins) from the
old Chyavana, 0 Nastayas, stripped
as it were mail the skin upon his body,
lengthen his life when all had left
him helpless, Dasras (Asvins) made
him Lord of youthful maidens. Later
on when the contact between the
Aryans and Chinese became more
intimate they came to believe that
mercurials, specially cinnabar was
such a rejuvenating agent and a life
prolonging-drug. The herbal Rasa or
plant-juice was now replaced by
mercurials and mercury was now
called Rasa. Nevertheless it is to be
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understood that Rasayana originally
was a mixture of some plant products
and its active principle was called
Rasa. Rasayana system was original
and aimed at rejuvenation which
naturally led to longevity. Later came
mercurials when mercury was called
Rasa-coming to alchemy proper it
originated in Chinese as the counter
part of Rasayana primarily aiming at
rejuvenation. It has been discussed

·by many a writer while Needham
(1976) who reproduces a picture fig. 1
here un-wittingly illustrating what
Rigveda 6.74.5 says 'Chyavana remo-
ved his skin as it were a robe". The
full verse is quoted above.

The object was to identify Indian
Rasayana with Chinese alchemy and
the picture offered here unwittingly
illustrates the Indian thought.
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